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“Never let the Truth or Libel Laws stand in the way
of a good story”

Run #36 / # 1143 April 29th 2021
Hare: Broken Boner
Location: Hidden Valley Ranch
Scribe: DKD

I know most people were planning on being busy when Boner volunteered to set the run as
they were all saying to themselves – “ oh NO not another fucking Boner Run!”. But the hare is
a little wily and had an evil plan. He says the weather is going to be great lets meet at my
house, we can have a nice fire and hamburgers and it will be out of town which is nice and
relaxing……………….
So the masses arrive taken in by his innocence (ha) and what do you know it is serene and
beautiful out and who knew that he sports a pickleball court for diversion from the evil that
lurks in the near future. Our RA was not watching the clock as he attempted to learn how to
play with his balls in front of everyone so we slowly circled up. It was a robust crowd of
Slippery, DKD, TNT, Curb, Pucker, GSpot, Preemie, and Boner. Circle up begins with
introductions and then our Hare throws some flour down in random order – good luck out
there runners!
Off the runners went sprinting in confidence – because the level of trust is frightening, and
just when they feel that they have it figured out what do they find X and back they come in
sight of the walkers who are enjoying the show of frustration and looks of total betrayal on
their faces as they now search and search for a new trail to take them on their adventure.
Eventually they find some hints of a trail heading West, what do you know it is nice and flat
and a well-marked trail so they can make up time. Onward they head and into some nice
trees that create a natural archway – Oh what a beautiful run, we are so lucky to be out in
the country – what a treat! Until………………. They are lead to the old abandoned house site
and told the story of how the house that use to stand there was abandoned when the family
who last left there had the table set and Christmas presents waiting for their return………..but
they never returned! The runners now looked at the Hare and noticed a little bit of a
demonic look, so being smart they scream and start running back the way they came.
It wasn’t long however that they once again felt the joy and peace of being on a nice country
run because what do they see but some sweet little foxes, some deer, and 3 moose. Being of
sound mind when they saw the moose they veered off the trail to the main road and felt that
they were in total control now. How nice to be able to run around and see the nice acreages
and be on trail, until what do you think they found, Yup a checkback.
Being good sports and remembering the strange look the Hare gave them at the house site
they decided to swallow their comments because they really just wanted to make it back to
their cars safely, after all this hare has claimed to be an avid hunter and flashes of

“ Deliverance” were passing in their minds. So onward they push and are lead down down
down into the trees and the river. It is a beautiful trail, they get to the river and are allowed
a couple of minutes to take in the beauty, which does the trick as now they again are praising
the hare on the wonderful location and beautiful scenery……………..
So the Hare says follow trail we are almost at the beer (with an evil smirk) so the innocent
Hashers do as they are told – because after all it is all about the beer – and up up up
uuuuupppp uuuuuuuppppppp they travel feeling the burn and betrayal deep in their soul.
Finally they reach level ground and once again see the home fire burning in the fire pit.
The walkers had the privilege of having the joy of a lovely trail that was through the trees
and along the river with a nice gradual incline back up to the lovely fire that Preemie kept lit
as he expected some to be lost in the dark and wanted to make sure we could find our way
back.
In the end all those who ventured out did return to the fire, trails were compared and
comments such as “that was a ball busting run” could be heard. And comments about how
5km of the 6km run were false trails.
So if you weren’t there just know that it can best be described as “another fucking Boner
run!”
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Monthful of Hares:
Run #38 / # 1143 May 6th
Hare: Need Hare
Location: TBA
Pre-lube: TBA
On On: TBA

